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About This Game

Gyromancer is a Pop Cap / Square Enix collaboration. This is a Puzzle RPG.
Join Rivel and his companion, Laska, on a grand chase spanning twelve stages. What awaits at the end of the hunt?

Each stage contains its own objectives, from defeating the beasts that block your way to solving puzzles before time runs out.
Rivel can learn to summon dozens of the beasts he encounters, bending their power to his will. Each beast you command in

battle is unique, so find the one that best suits your play style.
Hidden within each stage are a number of awards earned for completing feats great and small. Finding them all won't be easy.

Are you up to the challenge?

New battle system based on Bejeweled Twist

Command unique beasts to battle your foes

Search the map for items, coins, and new beasts to fight at your side

Gain levels in battle and acquire powerful new beasts

Assume the role of Rivel, a deadly mage, as he rids Aldemona Wood of a brooding darkness
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Title: Gyromancer
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Square Enix, PopCap Games, Inc.
Publisher:
Square Enix
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2009
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game's pretty sick. This is a tower defense game with a different twist, the enemy is just a (generally) physics-correct liquid.

Now, to be fair, I played Creeper World 3 first so there were some things that I was expecting that weren't in this game. That
said, this game was quite good. I played through the campaign and it frustrated me that I didn't have access to reactors until so
late in the campaign, though it does tend to make the game a bit more trivial once you get them.

I think it's definitely worth a play, especially if you haven't played later iterations of the series yet. It's a great series, the
campaign is fun, and I definitely recommend for people who are either fans of TD and looking for something a bit new or
people who are interested in trying their first TD game.. totally worth it, money well spent. Short and bitter sweet.. You play as a
heavy armored knight. With a bow. In a lab. You have to reach the exit and you can rope swing and walk on your own arrows.
Oh wow.. If you value your friendships or sanity, do not buy this game. If someone gifts you this game, you should probably
unfriend them. If you've received this game for free, I'm sorry my friend, but you are actually dead and in hell, this is your
punishment for being a horrible person in life.

This might be the game for you if you enjoy controls that only sometimes work, extremely poor surprise platformers, or loads
of red herrings.

I once got lost hiking in the mountains for 5 hours, got altitude sickness and was sure I was going to die. I thought it was the
worst moment of my life, but in reality it was playing this game.

Turn back now unless you are TOO happy with your life and want to slum it up for a while.. bought for $0.64NZD

worth the price. by buying this you can focus your xp on the good stuff. Not as good as hexcells, but very brain melting
nonetheless. If you're into puzzlers, get this.
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A great 2 player brick buster with a twist :). Maybe the best puzzle game on STEAM.. Dead Body Simulator 2017. This game is
a breath of fresh air. I don't remember the last time that I enjoyed adventure game so much. It is very beautiful with interesting
story. A real hidden gem. Highly recommend the game.. The gameplay is solid and the presentation is great, but that's it for
now. There are many bugs, the keyboard controls are borked and the UI\/menus are much too lacking. As well as this there's no
form of online connection.

However, this game has a lot of promise with it being in early access. I hope that it flourishes and fixes its issues and quickly
adds more content soon. Definitely give this game a try with a friend or two, but be wary if alone.. This game is a great
throwback to sidescroll shootemups, and the gameplay gets right down to brass tacks. Soundtrack is fantastic, the weapons
crafting system is extremely indepth and enjoyable, and the levels are very creative. Bundles of fun.. cant get dlc to download
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